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Wall Oven Microwave Tower (632mm) 
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Orient the Gables: look for the 4 gables with the holes 

on the inside face —find the four pairs of holes for  the 

hinge plate screws (see circles below) ... 

Unit 2: once assembled, the top unit is 

screwed into the gables on each side—

this unit is aligned with the top of the ga-

ble before being screwed off with 32mm 

screws. 

 

The 16mm shelf and back are dowelled 

into the gables and secured with ???? 

 

Unit 3: once assembled, this unit is 

screwed into the gable on each side. It is 

important to position this unit at the cor-

rect height to ensure that the kicker will 

fit underneath and the oven will fit above.  

 

To aid this, an installation mark has been 

made on each gable… Simply cover this 

mark and now your unit is at the correct 

height.  
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Split construction: due to its size and weight, this cabi-

net is constructed in several parts. Simply build each mod-

ule to assemble the complete unit. 

 

(1) the two full gables are used to 

join and hold the whole complet-

ed unit. 

(2) the top unit is made as like any 

wall cabinet with its own carcass. 

(3) the bottom drawer unit is 

made with two drawers like any 

other floor carcass—without feet. 

(4) a 16mm white shelf is dow-

elled into both gables to cover the 

oven space and provide a base for 

the microwave to sit on. Note the 

two mullions placed vertically un-

derneath to position the oven. 

(5) The top back half of the unit 

has a solid white back to finish the 

unit off—also dowelled into both 

gables.  

 

Assemble Unit 2: Find Box 1 locate the small gables. In-

sert the mounting plates and screw off tightly—ensure 

these are facing the front (look for the arrow). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Identify the back: insert  

dowels into the holes—

then join this back with 

one of the gables… Be 

sure to secure this join by 

inserting screws in the 

small holes from the out-

side. 
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Place on its side: check place dowels into the top and 

bottom and insert into the gable and back—again ensuring 

you have screwed off tightly 
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Finish off by ensuring you have 

no holes left over except your 

adjustable shelf holes... 

 

Now place this cabinet to one 

side and continue with Box 2. 



SWOM: 

Wall Oven Microwave Tower (632mm) 

  Assemble unit 3: Start by as-

sembling your drawer boxes. For 

drawer assembly you can refer 

back to your  Drawer guide…..  

You need to assemble one small drawer 

(179mm high drawer front with 118mm 

drawer side). 

 

 

 

One large pot drawer on 

the bottom (359mm 

drawer front with a  

150mm drawer side) with 

a gallery rail.    

 

 

 

Now put 

these aside while we build the carcass. 

Final Assembly: Build this unit up one in simple steps… Start by laying one of the (1) 

gables on its side—take note of the top and bottom (refer image in Step 2) 

Take the  no. (2) unit & place at the top front of the gable—the front of this unit should sit 18mm back 

from the front edge for the door (16mm) with a 2mm door gap (behind the door). Screw this from the 

inside of the no. (2) unit into the gable with 4x 32mm screws—note the installation mark at the rear... 

Repeat this process for the no. (3) unit, this time position 147mm above the bottom (cover the installa-

tion mark) and sit back from the front edge by 18mm as above. Screw this from the inside of the no. 

(2) unit into the gable with 4x 32mm screws. 

 Now insert dowels into the no.(4) and no.(5) pieces and sit these into the no. (1) gable (are these 

screwed?). You can also locate the no. (6) mullions used for the oven and dowel into the gable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Almost there…. Take your final no. (1) gable and place on top ensuring that both the no.(4) and 

no. (5) panels are correctly seated with their dowels 
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Insert top & 

bottom: insert 

dowels into the top 

and bottom and cor-

rectly locate these 

in the carcass screw-

ing off tightly. 

Build the carcass: once you have assembled the drawers., we can build the carcass. 

Start by insert ing two drawer runners into each gable.—refer back to your  Drawer 

guide…..  
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Final Gable: insert 

dowels into the last ga-

ble and locate ths on 

your on carcass screw-

ing off tightly. 

Finished: you're ready to insert your drawers but wait until after you have 

completed assembling the complete tower after step 8... 

Final Assembly: You can now rotate 

this unit and stand it up. Once you get 

it moved into its final position you can 

hang doors and insert your drawers… 

What happens with the kick with no plastic 

feet? 
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